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Energy Solutions Are Enormously 
Challenging
































How Big is the Challenge?
Source:  Arvizu, NREL
Thinking Differently:
 Account for Externalities
Today’s energy marketplace 















Underinvestment in energy 
innovation
Mounting Evidence…
Source:  Daniel Kammen, Gregory Nemet Reversing the Incredible, Shrinking Energy R&D Budget http://rael.berkeley.edu/files/2005/Kammen-Nemet-ShrinkingRD-2005.pdf























































Declining Energy R&D Investments…
Declining Energy R&D Investments…
 Reflect World Oil Price Movement
Source:  Daniel Kammen, Gregory Nemet Reversing the Incredible, Shrinking Energy R&D Budget http://rael.berkeley.edu/files/2005/Kammen-Nemet-ShrinkingRD-2005.pdf





































































Wind: 20% of total provided energy by 2030
–
 























Global Markets are Growing Rapidly
Global PV Shipments
Global Growth of Wind Energy Capacity
Money Is Flowing Into the Sector
Source:  New Energy Finance 2007
2006 Investment and M&A –
 
By Sector and Asset Class
Annual VC Investment Volume –
 
2001-2004 Compared With 2005-2006
CALIFORNIA






Source:  DSIRE database, March 2007
Past Investments Have Yielded 
Impressive Cost Reductions
Technology Innovation Challenges






Improve energy capture by 30%
–
 






Improved performance through, new 










































Achieving the Right Balance:
 Technology Investment Pathways
Source:  NREL 2007
Photoconversion
 













































Solar Electricity and Fuels


















Revolutionary Organic, Molecular, and Hybrid 
Inorganic-Organic Approaches to Solar Electricity
Promise of renewable energy is 
profound and can be realized if we…
•
 




Accelerate investment in technology innovation
•
 
Acknowledge and mitigate the carbon 
challenge with the necessary policies
It is a matter of national will and leadership
The U.S. Department of Energy’s
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
www.nrel.gov
Golden, Colorado
